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Modernity 
WITH HEART
JUST OUTSIDE THE CITY, ONE DESIGNER AND HER 
FAMILY CREATE AN ADMIRABLE MODERN OASIS, 
CONCEPTED FROM THE GROUND UP.
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The main attraction of the home 
is the living room, with twenty-

two-foot high windows that allow 
for abundant natural light and 

an uninterrupted sightline to the 
outdoor infinity pool and living 

space. Hand-cast resin, called 
Kinon, is applied to the surface of 

the two-story fireplace, and soft 
seating from Williams Sonoma 
keeps things calm and neutral. 

The floating staircase designed by 
Eskamani and installed by Vision 

Stairways and Millwork provides a 
bold partner to large white format 

tiles on the wall. Art by Jennifer 
Flannigan resides underneath.
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WWHEN DESIGNER CAITLIN ESKAMANI FOUND A QUIET 
neighborhood just outside the city, the vision of a modern 
luxe–style home for her family bloomed in her mind instantly. 
Surrounded on both sides by federally protected land, the lot 
and neighborhood would see no further development inter-
rupting the setting or their lifestyle. And with downtown just 
a few minutes away, the area was more than idyllic.

“South Florida contemporary was my inspiration,” explains 
Eskamani of the home’s design. “I wanted to bring something 
unique to the area, introducing some tropical charm while still 
maintaining the overall integrity of the neighborhood.” 

With a scarcity of open land available for true customi-
zation, Eskamani and her family seized the opportunity to 
create the home of their architectural dreams. They hired Tony 
Frazier of Frazier Home Design to head up the blueprints and 
Dream House Custom Builders to bring them to life. 

Designing the home itself took nearly two years, with the 
build only taking another eighteen months to complete; but 
the time spent was critical in creating the space that lived in 
Eskamani’s mind. “The design of the home was of the utmost 
importance,” says Eskamani. “I wanted to seamlessly integrate 
clean, modern lines in a traditional North Carolina setting, 

In the kitchen, Eskamani designed a large island with a quartz 
waterfall countertop from Silestone. Sleek black UltraCraft 
cabinets and panel-ready appliances speak to the modern tone 
throughout the home, and Sputnik-style pendants by Kuzco 
add spunk. A quartz backsplash behind the stove keeps things 
streamlined. OPPOSITE: Flanking the entry, a luxurious edge-
to-edge glass wine cellar installed by Martinez Quality Trim 
lies just inside the dining room, offering a touch of elegance 
and a wallop of entertaining power. Ceiling detail draws the 
eye up to a custom chandelier, and, above the console, art by 
Emily Anne Farrell adds understated interest.
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all while creating a true oasis.” She adds that the original 
plan included a courtyard with a four-car garage, but ulti-
mately it felt a little like overkill. “There was just way more 
visual interest than was really needed.” With the assistance 
of Frazier, the design was altered to add a porte cochere and 
soffits for a sleek yet approachable look. Large format tiles 
adorn the facade of the home for contrasting texture.

Eskamani knows that the architecture of a structure is 
just as important as the interior design. As principal of com-
mercial office interior design firm Capitol Design Group, 
many of the buildings she’s worked on have been grand in 

scale or interesting in their construction. Building a home 
is no different. “Architectural detail is proven added value 
to a home,” she explains. “I love creating wow moments in 
my designs. Whether it’s custom woodwork or a floating 
staircase, these details add to the overall personality and 
aesthetic of a home. Creating impact and drawing the eye up 
with oversized windows or a fireplace surround can take a 
space to the next level.”

When it came time to design the interiors of the home, 
Eskamani drew inspiration from her design work as well as 
her travels to boutique hotels, tropical destinations, and, 
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Healy redesigned the kitchen with 
a large quartzite island for casual 

family dinners. Once dark cabinetry 
was replaced with white shaker 
cabinets painted in Decorator's 

White by Benjamin Moore. Classic 
subway tile created a more modern 
vibe and barstools from Four Hands 

elevated the overall look.

of course, South Florida. “I believe design should provide 
an emotional connection and engage the senses, tran-
scending time and place.”

Eskamani explains the genius behind the design, saying 
that the interior of the home was designed to reflect a 
calming and refreshing atmosphere with an emphasis on 
openness. “My goal was luxurious but livable,” she says. 
“As you walk through the front door, you are first greeted 
by picture windows that reach twenty-two-feet high with 
an unobstructed view of the raised infinity pool in the 
backyard.” This feature is one of the true highlights of the 
home, one of the wow moments that Eskamani is so fond 
of creating in her commercial designs. 

Just beyond, there are some softer moments that 
are just as impactful as the sightline, like the two-story 

fireplace cladd with a custom hand-cast resin called Kinon, 
a commercial grade surface used in luxury applications 
around the world. Stunning floating stairs stand like sculp-
tures just beside the entry, their black outline contrasting 
vividly against the large format white-tiled wall. Flanking 
the entry, a luxurious edge-to-edge glass wine cellar just 
inside the dining room offers a touch of elegance and a 
wallop of entertaining power to the home. 

It’s clear at every turn that each detail of the home was 
crafted with intention, from the sunken outdoor tennis 
court and outdoor area designed and installed by Sears 
Design Group to the spacious walk-in closets and the full 
smart home technology. “I believe a beautiful home starts 
with one-of-a-kind design, tailored for each homeowner’s 
lifestyle,” says Eskamani. “I think great design reflects an 

The flex space off the kitchen is used 
as a family room, game room, and 
cocktail area. Large sliding doors 
open onto the expansive outdoor 
pool deck, while an eighty-five-inch 
television makes for dramatic movie 
nights. A velvet RH sectional is 
great for lounging, and a pool table 
provides relaxed chill-time. 
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The large pool deck 
includes a waterfall, an 
infinity-edge pool with 
raised hot tub, a firepit, a 
sunken tennis court, and 
a fully equipped kitchen, 
surrounded by tropical 
accents and installed by 
Sears Design Group. 
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TOP: An oversized owner’s suite closet designed by Eskamani and Frazier houses custom 
millwork by Martinez Quality Trim for ultimate organization. A picture window with shades 
from The Shade Store allows for natural light and added privacy. 

BOTTOM: A large tile-clad wall created with Akdo and installed by Cornerstone Marble & Tile 
is the focal point in the powder room. A floating quartz sink from World Stone, purchased 
through Ferguson, provides clean lines when paired with a wall-mounted Kohler faucet. 
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In the owner’s suite, Eskamani 
designed the statement-making 

custom headboard wall with 
large-scale panels covered in 
dove gray fabric from Burch. 

Floor-to-ceiling windows provide 
abundant natural light, in which 

neutral bedding from RH reflects 
brightly. Sconces by Eglo flank 

the bed, accented by black-and-
white framed photography. 
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TOP: In the nursery, Eskamani used white walls and black Phillip Jeffries 
wallpaper for high contrast and a crib by Babyletto with acrylic slats to maintain 
the modern feel. The rocking chair is also by Babyletto, and herringbone curtains 
from The Shade Store conceal the big picture windows during naptime. 

BOTTOM: The downstairs office occupied by Eskamani’s husband has a 
delightfully masculine feel, with a black Wolf-Gordon wallpapered wall and white 
case goods providing high contrast. Artwork by Erin Rothstein provides some 
bold funk, while furniture and wall-hung hutches from Dynamic Office Services 
offer clean lines. Contemporary lighting is by DweLED. 

OPPOSITE: Art by Brian Anderson accents the bar and game area of the family 
room, a perfect space for mixing cocktails or pulling up a stool to watch a pool 
game or take in the infinity-pool view. A black marble wall marks the bar area, 
designed by Eskamani and installed by Martinez Quality Trim.
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experience. It’s my role as a designer to consider different 
emotional objectives that encourage users to feel height-
ened levels of enjoyment. Naturally, I apply that in my own 
life and personal home, as well.”

When asked what was front of mind when applying 
her motives to the inside of her home, Eskamani says 
it was clean lines with tranquil and sophisticated color 
palettes like white, cream, and gray. “I didn’t want to 
over-complicate any space with too many vibrant patterns; I 
added bold colors sparingly, but intentionally.” Paired with 
sleek finishes that provide visual interest, like acrylic accent 
pieces, stone, and oversized glass, the result is a study in 
restrained contemporary design. “I didn’t feel a need to 

cover every surface, but incorporated statement pieces 
instead. Plants and flowers provide drama, while a few larger 
pieces of artwork keep things from feeling cluttered.”

Where there is clear and decisive design, it’s paired 
almost equally with warmth, thoughtfulness, and even 
a little playfulness. The rec room, for example, is one of 
the family’s favorite spots. “It’s designed with a laid-back, 
elegant vibe; it’s a place we always end up gathering with 
friends and family,” admits Eskamani. “With a comfy, 
oversized couch, fully stocked bar, and full-height sliding 
doors that walk out onto the pool deck, it’s not a bad spot 
to hang!” Then, perhaps, modernity with heart is the best 
of both worlds. u


